FROMM FAMILY OF GROSSLANGHEIM
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using research results of Michael Schneeberger, Elizabeth Levy, Cordula Kappner and members of the Fromm family, additional information from the Bamberger Family book

ABRAHAM (FROMM) in Grosslangheim

JOSEPH FROMM (1760 – 1836) in Grosslangheim
married before 1788

GITEL (1754-1822) from Grosslangheim

HIRSCH FROMM
cattledeler in Grosslangheim
1788 – 1865
married (1) 1812

KELA STERN from Allersheim
1789 – 1824
married (2) ca 1825

CHAJA LOEWENBERGER
daughter of Rabbi Raphael Loewenberger of Markt Scheinfeld
1789-1853

SELGUMANN PINCHAS FROMM
Rabbi for Rothschild family
in Frankfurt/Main
born 1822 Grosslangheim
died 1898 Frankfurt/Main
married 1852

RACHEL BAMBERGER
1831 Wiesenbrom – 1893 Frankfurt
daughter of "Wuerzburger Rav"

NAPHTALI FROMM
fruit wine manufacturer in Frankfurt/Main
1869 Homburg - 1933 Frankfurt/Main
married 1899

ROSA KRAUSE (since 1941 in New York)
1876 Posen - 1959 New York

ERICH PINCHAS FROMM
social psychologist (Dr phil)
1900 Frankfurt/Main - 1980 Locarno
married (1) 1926 (divorce 1931)

FRIEDA REICHMANN
1889 Karlsruhe - 1957 Chestnut Lodge
married (2) 1944

HENNY GURLAND
1900 Aachen - 1952 Mexico
married (3) 1953

ANNIS FREEMANN
nee Glover
1902 Pittsburgh - 1985 Montgomery

ISI YESHAYA YISHAI GRUENFELD
Rabbi in London (England)
born 1900 Tauberrettersheim
died 1975 London (England)
moved to London, married

JUDITH ROSENBAUM
born 1902 Budapest (Hungary)
baker in Noerdingen
married 1932

JOSEF FROMM
1900-1914

ABRAHAM FROMM
1904-1933

BEATE FROMM
1909- ???

JOEL JUSTIN FROMM
1919-1991

ERICH ROSE
1889 Karlsruhe - 1957 Chestnut Lodge
married 1932

JUDITH REICHMANN
1893 New York
married

FRIEDA REICHMANN
1900 Frankfurt/Main - 1980 Locarno
married (1) 1926 (divorce 1931)

GERTH REICHMANN
1929 Karlsruhe - 1957 Chestnut Lodge
married (2) 1944

JOEL JUSTIN FROMM
1900 Tauberrettersheim
baker in Noerdingen
buried in Kriegshaber

(A) In 1939 Joel Justin Fromm managed to emigrate to Canada via Great Britain and became hazzan (later reverend) of Congregation Shaar Hashomayim in Montreal for 25 years - he finally moved to Newfoundland.